Patron’s Copy

Commissioning a one-of-kind quilt to match your own
impeccable taste is simple, just follow these few steps…
» Choose your quilt’s dimensions.
6x6” quilts start at $25
-24x24” quilts start at $100 --

12x12” quilts start at $60
48x48” quilts start at $240

---

16x16” quilts start at $70
Other custom sizes available

Each 24” and smaller quilt includes hardware to hang diagonally or squared. Quilts 48” and larger
do not include hardware, allowing you to display these statement pieces however you may please.

» Choose your quilt’s pattern.
Browse through the collection on our Barn Wall, or feel free to send us a picture of a
traditional or contemporary quilt pattern that catches your eye- just remember that
patterns with higher complexity have higher prices.

» Choose your quilt’s colors.
After choosing your pattern, decide which colors you would like in each section. Ask to see
Antebellum Art’s color library. Or if you have your own signature colors, we will be
happy to use your hues.
In order to use your own colors, we must have a tangible paint chip for each. Photos or digital
images of color are too easily lost in translation to match accurately. There is a $5 upcharge per color if you do decide to use colors we do not have in our library.

» Make sure we have all the pieces.
Fill out one of our Custom Quilt Commission forms and make sure we have all of your contact
information and custom quilt specs. We’ll provide you with a price estimate, and an
estimated timeline for your quilt’s completion. You provide us with a 50% deposit (cash
or credit card only please, no checks), and we begin work on your tailor-made creation.

» Enjoy.
As soon as your quilt is finished, we’ll let you know the remaining balance of your commission. If
you live in town, we’d be happy to meet up and deliver your quilt personally. And we can
ship quilts of almost any size to out-of-town patrons, charging only what the packing and
shipping costs us (we do not mark-up shipping fees to turn a profit).
Once you display your quilt in that perfect spot, send us photos! All our quilts are hand-cut from
¾” sign-grade plywood. And their fronts, backs, and edges are hand-painted with
exterior-use primer, then at least three coats of the highest-grade exterior semi gloss latex
paint. The quality of this paint makes a sealant unnecessary, eliminating the disappointment
of cracking or yellowing with age.
All that’s left is to let the compliments roll in from admiring neighbors and visitors, as you now
possess an enduring artwork of your own design!

